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Pigs VS Wolves Released - Fantastic New Generation TD Game
Published on 02/05/10
Digiarty Software today announces Pigs VS Wolves 1.0, an addictive TD game for iPhone and
iPod touch devices. Pigs VS Wolves presents a new generation TD game in the 2D world with
unexpected challenges. Adopt different strategies to defense the wolves' attack for each
level by generating gold coin, choosing characters, using defensive props, and more.
Fifteen species of pigs are involved in this war, each with a unique play style.
Chengdu, China - "Pigs VS Wolves", the addictive TD game for iPhone and iPod Touch, is now
released on App Store. This game designed by Digiarty Software features dynamic gameplay
and is available now for $1.99 only.
"Challenges yourself by this game, it will excite you than you ever have." said Jack, CEO
of Digiarty, "Pigs VS Wolves is our hard effort to fulfill those who are fascinated by
iPhone games, especially TD game. And it is even beyond the traditional TD game in
multiple ways. Worth you to play. Any suggestions from public or professional editors are
welcome. It will help us to improve our games."
As the name of the game suggests, it's a fantastic game beginning with the war between
pigs and wolves. This game presents a new generation TD game in the 2D game world with
unexpected challenges. Comparing with the traditional TD game, it is designed with much
powerful defense capability as well as fierce confrontation.
In the game of Pigs VS Wolves, you'll be in charge of your own destiny. This game requires
you to adopt different strategies to defense the wolves' attack for each level by
generating gold coin, choosing characters, using defensive props, etc. Fifteen species of
pigs are involved in this war, each with a unique play style. And eleven types of wolves
are also offered to attack the pigs in changeable way.
As a constructive game, it creates plenty of different levels with a variety of barriers
that are perfect for users who are seeking for the highest point of difficulty. What's
more, its variability of the scene makes it hard to estimate what will happen next minute.
It challenges players the reaction and wisdom greatly.
When playing this game, you are playing the part of a tactician, must know when and how to
defense or attack. To protect the pigs and win the war, you must ensure the resources are
well arranged in proper position, the right way is chosen to assort the defense and
offense characters, as well as fast action. So the ability of customizing combination for
greater offense and defense provides fantastic replay value.
Pigs VS Wolves is a high-valued iPhone game, bringing new level of quality and control to
the general game player. Besides, the graphics are also so good and satisfying. You will
get a surprisingly, remarkably TD game experience in this game.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone or iPod touch
* Requires iPhone OS 2.2.1 or later
* 15.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Pigs VS Wolves 1.0 is only $1.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Games category.
iPhogame:
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http://www.iphogame.com
Pigs VS Wolves 1.0:
http://www.iphogame.com/pigsvswolves.htm
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/pigs-vs-wolves/id352956101?mt=8
Screenshot:
http://www.iphogame.com/pic/pvsw04.jpg

Digiarty Software, Inc. is a professional provider of iPhone games and multimedia
software, specialized in various iPhone games development and DVD and video related
solutions. Copyright (C) 2010 Digiarty Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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